hip-hop and graffiti culture have crept in with blocky brash lettering and dazzling flashy colors
that reflect contemporary pop culture. In another dimension, elements from Arabic calligraphy
are being used by some tattoo artists. On the other hand, tribal tattooing is readily accepted, that
which is still practiced today by the Dayaks and the Mentawi.

A second wave of tattooing is now being widely accepted and practiced all over the western
world. Piercing, scarification, and branding are the latest in the fashion. Tattoos by renowned
artists are being collected on people’s bodies like paintings on the wall. New and good talent is
always welcome and sought after from coast to coast. Tattoo conventions and good talent is
always welcome and sought after from coast to coast. Tattoo conventions and exhibitions are
held frequently. There are nearly a dozen tattoo related magazines sitting at the newsstands
spreading new ideas and designs for both artists and tattoo fans. Tattooists frequently visit each
other for long extended periods sharing and exchanging ideas.. Even old flash sheets are being
sold again in galleries for hundreds of dollars as collector’s items on the folk art circuit. Now
many of the pre 1960s old schoolers bemoan the trendiness that has overtaken their once
renegade world. Articles of protest are being printed in tattoo magazines against the
commercializing of the tattoo related equipment focusing on the fact that not anybody should
have access to this form of art which those people fought so hard for during the days where it
was condemned by the majority. Never the less, tattooing, since the end of the last century has
been considered a thing of the outlaws and marginal people despite the fact that some
celebrities bear tattoos as a mark of originality and individuality. For most people, even now, it
remains a sign linked with marginal groups and delinquent behavior. It is still considered by the
majority as immoral. Tattooing is called,”the convict’s flower” in French, and this reflects that
tattooing is above all, a language of defiance.

Above all, tattooing is the art of translating passion and the fixing of emotions. It is a life long
dedication filled with determination and strong will against the changing winds of time. It is a
game of no fear, it embodies great love and a definite standard of living and strong convictions. It
is the game of the rebellious and those who stand alone in their society, for whatever reason,
people with a strong sense of orientation and who dare show their passion are rejected by the
majority. This is the human nature and it is universal found in all kinds of people in any profession
even among artists (Graphic Designers) who are supposed to be outcasts from their own society
themselves!

Just like the graffiti, tattooing is a means of expression for the person who is seeking to break
free from the norms of society. It is a wild, untamed, provocative and instinctive form of
expression. Which rejects rules and breaks the laws. How ironic, tattooing among the primitive
people was the custom, and if one wasn’t tattooed he was considered out!
Like the art world at large, the tattoo world has its own customs and creative trends. At the
moment tribal designs are being revived. Concurrently, there is a big demand for futuristic
science fiction creations. These are ranging from gruesome and Satanic monsters to
bio-mechanical wonders. Contemporary artists like H.R. Giger (of Alien movie) and Robert
Williams are having their work enthusiastically appropriated by the tattoo world. Classic artists
like van Gogh, Duchamps, Da Vinci, Picasso, Michaelangelo, Dali, M.C. Escher and many others
have their work tattooed somewhere on someone. On the other end of the spectrum, elements of

IMMORTALITY
Physical immortality can never be attained simply because one’s body grows old, deteriorates and dies. So far, there is nothing that can
change that or fight it. Plastic surgery is one attempt that aims at prolonging the beauty of youth. Tattooing an idea on the body is another
attempt at defying the impermanence of the deteriorating physical state. In other words, you may grow old and watch your face wrinkle and
your body getting weaker but your tattoo remains unchanged, a permanent reminder of who you were, or are. The beauty of it is the fact that
it really stands the test of time and the only thing that is a part of you that is permanent or “immortal” within your physical lifespan.
When looking for a tattoo think of it like this, ask yourself the question: What would you like to be remembered (or remind yourself) for? Is
it passion, is it power, is it elegance, is it meaningless? Is it a statement, is it faith? Whatever it is, above all it has to be beautiful.

Etymology
The word “Tattoo” is obviously of no Latin origin. It is basically of a Polynesian one, a word long
used by the natives. They use the word “tatau” in reference to the marks they inscribe on their
bodies. “Tatua” is a word composed of two parts, “ta” which means drawing, and “toua”
referring to spirit. This indicates the role of the tattoo or “tatau” which provides a link between
the tattooed person and the afterworld, or spiritual world. There are some other explanations
concerning the origin of the word, however no matter which one you may adopt, it is evidently
clear that tattooing has some sort of a link with the afterworld. In certain ancient cultures the
tattoo is a test of personal courage and value. He who tries to avoid getting one, is condemned
and banished as a coward, ironically, it is quite the opposite in our “civilized world”.

It can only be beautiful when it is the right size on the body, the right place, and when it is well executed. Physical immortality can never
be ugly, poor, or incompetent. Immortality can be admired only when
it is great. It can never be average or less.
Great things require great skill and even a greater eye to admire
them. You want to be different, you want to stand out, you want to
boldly say you are unique, you want to get a tattoo, go ahead, get
one, but make sure you get a great one.
Get one that speaks of your soul and dreams and passion. If you
already have a tattoo, let someone take a photo of it and show it to
you. This way you can see for yourself how great your tattoo looks or
how poor, in other words, how great or poor your attempt at
immortality is in terms of technique, idea, placement and size.

According to a technical definition, the tattoo is the introduction of foreign material under the
epidermis at varying depths to form a certain design. Obviously, this foreign material is the
pigment. Pigment derived from plant and animal organs. Thus forming a permanent trace which
the bearer carries for the rest of his life. This however does not refer to scarification, a process
practiced on dark skin. Scarification, by definition means the incision producing a raised layer in
the skin in the form of a design or pattern. This sculpts the body.Tattooing on the other hand,
emphasizes on the contrast achieved with black or other colors on light skin.

So often I see people with great ideas for a tattoo made very poor
due to unskilled, poor and bad execution. Irregular lines, awful
shading and filling (if any), or colouring with absolutely no sense or
balance and contrast whatsoever. It’s really a shame that people
with no technical skill or artistic vision go into a field that is the least
forgiving in this respect. Why do they do it? Simply for the money and
the admiration. But what admiration can one get when his/her work
does not shine through? When there is no passion in every line,

In any case, both tattooing and scarification are forms of mutilating the body, very much in the
same line of the decorations adopted by our modern civilizations. Masks, make-up and clothes
however, the tattoo’s permanent and irrevocable character is the real price one pays.Now,

THIS IS THE LAST PART OF THE TATTOO HISTORY RESEARCH. TO VIEW THE WHOLE RESEARCH IN FULL PLEASE GO TO http://www.hadybeydoun.com/t_history.htm
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shade and colour? What pleasure is there for the one who knows
that his/her work is found lacking in every respect? What satisfaction can be derived from “art” done without dedication and practice,
practice, practice?!
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Now, congresses and competitions are being held on a weekly basis. In these events people
from all walks of life meet and intermingle. Tattoo artists compare their styles and techniques
seeking to improve their output. They attract curious observers many of whom succumb to
temptation and end up leaving with a tattoo- the beginning of a future fresco.
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TATTOOS FOR THE SELF
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A Universal Language| part 9
Tattooing: History
& Significance

According to the dictionary immortality means: Able to have eternal life or existence, or very famous and likely to be remembered for a
long time. In other words, immortality is a permanent, 'solid', and unchanging state of being. It cannot be physical because everything
physical changes, transforms and dies. The only form of immortality is one that lives in the mind and in the minds of other people like for
example, someone’s name and or achievements.

And it shows! The final result speaks for itself. It tells a lot about the person behind it. Is that why they charge so cheap? Because they
know that their work is crap and only belongs in the trash bin? And still, with what nerve do they even ask payment for it, and promote
themselves to “blind” people, and mostly teen-agers who still can’t see the difference between good work and bad. Spreading lies and false
stories about themselves and their alleged success or former training!

ALUMINIUM, CANVAS, CONCRETE, FIBER, FLEX,
GLASS, LEATHER, PAPER, PLASTIC, PLEXI GLASS,
METAL, STAINLESS STEEL, TEXTILE, WOOD… YOU
NAME IT!

ADVERTISEMENTS (INDOOR &
OUTDOOR) CEILINGS, FLOORS
& WALLS (ANY MATERIAL ANY
SIZE)

BIKES, BOATS, BUSSES, CARS, CLOTHES (LEATHER &
ANY TEXTILE), CURTAINS (ANY MATERIAL), DRUMSETS FURNITURE, GUITARS, HELMETS, JETSKIS
MANNEQUINS (ANY MATERIAL & SIZE), MIRRORS
MOBILE PHONES, NEON SIGNS (INDOOR & OUTDOOR)
PCS, SKIS, SNOWBOARDS, SNOW MOBILES, TRUCKS
VANS, VIOLINS…

I would gladly like to print his name here, however I would be doing him promotion, a liar and a scumbag like him does not deserve! What
a poor excuse for a human being! How I wish we live in a country where parasites like that can be sued and restrained from abusing
someone else’s sweat and hard work! This is but one example of the many others who display work that is not theirs in the portfolios.
Literally lying to everyone straight in the face about their artistic abilities by ripping photos of artwork from the internet and or magazines.
How pathetic and how low!
Back to immortality. Is that the kind of phony you would entrust your immortality to? Do you wish your skin to be signed by an imitation?
Would you compromise your beauty for the price of a few dollars or on the recommendation of someone who have no clue what they are
talking about or on a wild guess? Or would you learn the difference between the best and the mediocre attempt of an imitation.
All you need to do is look and see the difference. You owe that to your immortal self. Do you think you deserve less than the best? I’ll let
you be the judge of that…
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FOR FREE SUBSCRIPTION IN THIS NEWSLETTER,
PLEASE SEND YOUR FULL NAME & COMPLETE
ADDRESS TO: HADY@HADYBEYDOUN.COM
YOUR ADDRESS SHOULD LOOK LIKE THIS:
FULL NAME, CITY, AREA, STREET, REMARK (NEXT TO A
LANDMARK), BLDG., FLOOR, PHONE NO. & EMAIL (OPTIONAL)
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YOU CAN PAINT ANYTHING ON
ANY SURFACE IN ANY SIZE,
ANYWHERE:

One person in particular is claiming that I had taught him how to tattoo! Imagine the stupidity of what he’s saying and those who believe
him. It’s a shame that someone is trying to make a quick buck off the back of another! What a parasite, really an insect! I would like to pose a
question here: Do you think that if his work speaks for itself, and has personal integrity would he need to promote himself and try to give
himself and his work credibility by wrongly abusing someone else’s success?

All artwork and automotive airbrush illustration by Hady Beydoun. These projects
were designed and executed for various clients in the past 10 years. For more photos
of this kind of work and technical info, please visit the airbrush section on this site:
www.hadybeydoun.com.
CONCEPT, LAYOUT AND DESIGN BY SKIN DEEP® HADY BEYDOUN. ALL ARTICLES HEREIN ARE THE OPINIONS OF THE AUTHORS. SKIN DEEP® HADY BEYDOUN, AND WHO MAY REPRESENT IT AND WRITES IN IT ACCEPT NO RESPONSIBILITY FOR ANY PROBLEMS
THAT MAY ARISE FROM BEING OFFENDED BY READING THESE ARTICLES, COMMENTS OR TECHNIQUES WHEN MENTIONED.
THIS NEWSLETTER IS COPYRIGHT© AND REPRODUCTION OF ANY PART OF IT IS EXPRESSLY FORBIDDEN, UNLESS WRITTEN PERMISSION IS GRANTED BY THE EDITOR IN CHARGE.

Your comments are highly appreciated. If you have any ideas for this newsletter, or if you have something to say and would like to have it published, please send email to: hady@hadybeydoun.com
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STRENGTH
Strength, inner strength, mental, spiritual, full strength in all its forms can only be attained when one has nothing to regret in their past.
Strength is when you know that every phase (whether idle or active) you have passed through has not been wasted, and has contributed to
your present status (provided it is to your satisfaction) and the one to come in the future. Strength is in the ability to make firm decisions in
one's life, to burn the bridges behind and to be able to will yourself onwards towards the goal (or tower) you have set for yourself. Strength
is in one's ability to walk on corpses if need be, and to go for the hard life instead of the easy one.
Most people strive for the Dolce Vita, "chilled, relaxed, easy life". It is the other way around. Hard life is worthy life. Hard is what makes
every minute of it count and worthy of living. We do what we think is right, all for the love of our lives, many times it's sad but true. Strength

is when we have no regrets in our hearts, and if given a second chance at life, we wouldn't want to change a thing. Strength is power, the
power to die and live again, the power to drive hard for greater glories. It is making the best of every passing day. It is when you are not
afraid of the future, when you know that you can handle, face, and overcome whatever comes. Strength is the power to be able to extract
the positive in any given situation no matter how bad. One only has to be aware that the mind is infinite and that there are always new
things to think about and learn from.
Strength breeds happiness which in turn breeds a sense of calm and peace of mind. Real hard earned achievement is a form of strength.
Patience and knowlege are others. The ability to see things from a distance brings the reigns of power and control into one's own hands,
and that also breeds strength. Faith and freedom also give such a power. It feeds on itself endlessly and with each cycle it breeds more of
its power. "Twenty years from now you will be more disappointed by the things that you didn't do than by the ones you did do. So throw off
the bowlines. Sail away from the safe harbor. Catch the trade winds in your sails. Explore. Dream. Discover." Mark Twain.Strength, inner

Here Are Some Before &
After Tattoos: All The
"before Tattoos" Lack Proper
Execution And Artistic Skill.
Beware Of Those Who
Work In Commercial Places
And Sell For Cheap!

Doing something on impulse always
has a certain magic to it. Many people
who have had tattoos done on impulse
have ended up with some really lousy
work simply because they had not taken
the time to do their research.

What About?

What about pain, and madness and the rain? What about tomorrow, yesterday and today? And
everything done in vain? What about the turmoil inside our heads? What about being insane and the sadness, is it all the same? What about torture and
guilt and fame? What about what they feed us everyday? What about happiness and the beautiful days...?

:/late 30's, very strong personality
and commanding presence no one
dares cross her. she is always up to
some evil scheme. always dressed
fancily, and a big spender. (well, she
spends only on herself), does not
cook or take care of anyone around
her. everyone fears her.

Sitting on the rooftop of a 12 storey building LaFamillia ponder out loud some of the many questions that flood their minds. They's been through a lot, and most probably they are bound to
suffer for an even longer time yet to come. Entering visions and collisions and loud music all the time, below are some of the questions and answers they all came up with. What's missing is
Who said What? Try to guess by reading the profile of each Famillia member and matching their ways of thinking in the What About? questions & answers below.
For a better idea of Lafamillia, please read previous dialogues in previous newsletters and on the net: http://www.hadybeydoun.com/lafamilia.htm, take up a role model and let's debate
it on the Discussion Forum: http://www.hadybeydoun.com/forum/index.php. 'WHAT ABOUT' IS A CONTINUATION OF A SERIES OF DIALOGUES IN SEARCH OF HAPPINESS BY HADY BEYDOUN.

:/everyone likes her, and she adores
everyone! especially junior! she
treats him like her baby always
giving him 'shrooms and space
cakes! she does all the shopping
and cooking for the famillia. never
married, she is in her mid 30s. she
is somehow related to the famillia,
but only uncle smith knows the
truth, he will not say how...(hmm
something fishy here, but hey she is
sweet!)

:/barely 18, silly, aggressive and not
very bright. he adores his mother
and tries to be like her. he is a
trouble maker, always arguing with
someone, smokes, and is a big
heavy metal fan, (he stole a bicycle
once, recently). he has no pity in his
heart, and thinks of himself as the
center of the world. uncle smith
likes him a lot, and they both get in
to fights with john, the father.

JOHN THE FATHER

SWEET AUNT ROSA

JUNIOR THE SON

EVIL MADELINE

:/he is the brother of uncle smith
and the husband of evil madeline.
somewhere in his 40s (he doesn't
even know!) takes money from his
brother smith and almost shouts
and spits every time he talks.
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How is it possible to
modify a jet?

What about reality?

What about love?

What about me?

What about passion?

What about suffering?

The answer is simple, it
lies in the banana jar,
where else can it be?

And frailty?

What about the
heartache?

And them?

What about Gays?

What about killing?

What about the carrot?

You only eat its skin...

The sweetness of
obsession.

What about females?

What about peace?

What about people?

What about sickness?

What about the ones I do
not know?
They do not exist!

And males?
Cannibals.

What about the mind?

What about the flower?

What about politics?
A social disaster!

What about guilt?

What about the garden?

And the camels?

These are all the people!

What about money?

What about death?

What about the frog, the
lizard and the rabbit?

What about charity?

How yellow it can
sometimes be!

What about the jaguar?
How unlucky he can
sometimes be!

What about pain?

How addictive it can be!

What about jam?

What a sweet killer, it
stings like a bee!

What about darkness?
Such Bliss!

What about solitude?
What a school!

What about anger?
Such fuel!

What about madness?
What a cure!

UNCLE SMITH

:/late 60's, very rich, very wise, "wife
beater" (although he has no wife!)
plays poker heavily, drinks and
fucks everyday. He gambles a lot &
has to know every detail in the
family. His opinion is final.

What about tranquility?
What a pity!

What about pity?
What a waste!

What about sadness?
Self inflicted.

What about thirst?

That is true hunger!

What about the dog?

Look into your own past.

What about the dream?
It is the magic carpet.

It's what's in your mind!
Again in your mind!

What about the olive?
They make you who you
are!

And your neighbor?

A sweet obsession!

A vicious circle.

What about music?

He hates what you are!

Inspiration and a
distraction!

What about your family?

What about cable?

They deny how you are!

Tell me of your mother?
I became her Ken*

Tell me about your father.
He made me in his image.

What about God?

He always comes too late!

What about Christ?

He became a reason.

What about religion?
It is a ritual.

What about fasting?
A down payment!

The Opium of the masses!

What about time?

The real cash money!

What about the truth?
A life changer!

What about destiny?
A day dream...

What about the future?
Justly hidden away.

What about the snail?
It lingers on its way.

And the trees?

A healer for the soul.

What about feasting?

And the water?

And dreaming?

What about the leaves?

Shared guilt.
Hardly lived.

Screaming?

A desperate display of
presence.

What about aggression?
It is the will to power!

And passion?

That is the true power!

Magic in its own.
Food for the mind!

And the tears?

Only reserved for the
dramatic scenes of our
lives.

What about you?

I am what I let you make
me.

There is no you.
They made you.

It blooms.

The promise of life.
A waste of life.

What about motherhood?

I told you it's real power!
A distortion!

A distraction.

Well deserved.
Justified.

Only in the mind.
A trip.

Payment due.
An excuse.
It varies.

These are cartoon
characters!

What about angels?

A treason to the idea of
life.

What about disaster?

What about failure?

What about hope?

What about pleasure?

What about time?

What about vision?

What about daylight?

What about love?

And television?

And the night?

What about work?

What about illusion?

What about clothes?

What about submission?

What about greed?

What about self
discipline?

What about truth?

What about movies?

And silence?

What about the moon?

A reason for life.

What about life?

The only mover of life.
An illusion.

The illusion of illusion.
Real life.

An institution.

Always silent.
Golden.

A window cleaner!

The result of masochism.
Blinding.
Secure.

A shelter.

A weakness.

A brain washer.
A round light.

What about friendship?

What about the wind?

What about chocolate?

What about words?

A placebo.
A passion!

A traveler.
A trial.

They shine.

Unforgivable.

The currency of life.
Possession.
A prayer.

Another prayer.

What about fear?
A mover.

What about action?

Some claim that they were drunk
when a friend of theirs or the friend of a
friend convinced them to get some
scribble tattooed on them, others
happen to be present in some shopping
mall when they suddenly run into some
commercial cheap booth operating
under a foreign name as if the foreign
name can give them credibility!
Every once in a while some new prick
with a needle who can't even draw a
decent flower opens a shop and self
proclaims himself an artist taking
advantage of the impulsive customer
who has failed to see the reality of this
new impostor. What's even more
shocking is that ignorant people start
talking about the "greatness" of this new
prick as if they knew the difference
between good work and bad
themselves!
It's saddening that even in this age of
technology where every person and his
dog has access to loads of good
material on the internet and in tattoo
magazines, don't even take the time to
learn more and see more before they sit
under the needle and waste their hard
earned money over some amateur who
only qualifies in bullshit.
This is not to mention hygiene which is
a primary factor in any reputable tattoo
place. I have visited several of these
places in Beirut and outside Beirut and
verified that none of them uses clean
and sanitary methods in their work.
Some don't even know what an
autoclave means!

How pathetic and ignorant these poor
excuses for a human being are. While
some strive to push the limits, these
Never valid.
strive to lie and cheat to make a quick
What about you?How is it buck!
Always a reaction.

What about judgment?

possible to modify a jet?

All the "Before Tattoos" are done by unprofessional people who only claim they know what they're doing. Don't be fooled by their talk, or be tempted by their cheap prices: Get your art done right from the first time!

THESE PHOTOS ARE SOME SAMPLES OF THE QUALITY OF TATTOO WORK THAT I DO. COLOR OR BLACK N' GREY, BIG OR SMALL, LET YOUR IDEA BE TRANSLATED ON YOUR SKIN SHARP, SOLID AND VIVID. LET THE QUALITY OF YOUR TATTOOO SPEAK OF WHO YOU ARE. BEWARE OF CRAPPY WORK NO MATTER HOW CHEAP!
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